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Nanoimprint lithography manufacturing utilizes a patterning technology that involves the field-by-field
deposition and exposure of a low viscosity resist deposited by jetting technology onto the substrate. The
patterned mask is lowered into the fluid which then quickly flows into the relief patterns in the mask by
capillary action. Following this filling step, the resist is crosslinked under UV radiation, and then the mask is
removed, leaving a patterned resist on the substrate. The technology faithfully reproduces patterns with a
higher resolution and greater uniformity compared to those produced by photolithography equipment.
Throughputs of 80 wph have been demonstrated, and mix and match overlay of 4.0nm 3 sigma has been
achieved. The technology has already been successfully applied as a demonstration to the fabrication of
advanced NAND Flash memory devices.
Robust processes are necessary to meet the requirements for high volume manufacturing. Many of these
processes relate back to the material systems which allow for high throughput and also enable integration
schemes that support the subsequent pattern transfer processes. In this work, details of both the material
systems and pattern transfer processes are discussed.
In 2016, we addressed improvements made in drop volume, material engineering, Design For Imprint
(DFI) and system controls to enable a 1.50 second filling process for a sub-20nm device like pattern which
includes both full fields and edge fields. Figure 1 describes the changes made in the imprint process and the
resulting reduction in feature filling.
In this work, we have increased throughput to over 20 wafers per hour, thereby achieving a throughput
of 80 wafers per hour for a four station NZ2C cluster tool. The increase in throughput was driven by further
improvements to the imprint material and additional reductions in resist drop volume.
Once the resist pattern is formed, it is critical to enable a pattern transfer process that is both robust and
minimizes any excursions in critical dimension uniformity (CDU).
One method for minimizing the CDU error is to apply a reverse tone process (RTP). A common process
that has been developed involves the formation of a lithographic pattern on a spin-on carbon film, followed
by a blanket coating of a hardmask material such as a PECVD oxide or spin on glass. The blanket oxide is
then back etched to expose the imaging resist, at which point the remaining underlying organic films can be
removed with a selective and anisotropic oxygen based etch.
The above approach is very effective for reversing the tone of nanoscale features where the hardmask
film is able to effectively planarize the pattern. For larger features, however, in the areas where the
planarization properties are poor, the hardmask is lost during pattern transfer, and the process fails.
To overcome this failure, we introduce a new RTP stack and robust transfer process that is relatively
insensitive to both underlying topography and feature size. The approach is shown schematically in Figure 2.
In this example, after the patterning of the resist, an ALD layer, such as silicon dioxide is applied to
conformally cover all features. Next a protective resist film is placed over the ALD layer. In the example
shown, the protective film is shown to planarize both nanoscale and micron scale features (which is possible
to do using an imprint tool to apply the resist), but perfect planarization is not required, as long as enough
protective resist remains during the pattern transfer sequence.
The transfer is accomplished by first etching back the protective resist to expose the ALD film and then
etching back the ALD to expose the top of the resist features. The printed resist can then be etched at this
point, along with any underlying materials.
Examples of the RTP process used to invert of the patterns printed on a silicon wafer are shown in
Figure 3. Pictured are 22nm dense lines, 50 nm dense lines and larger logic-like features after the application
of an RTP process. Details of this process will be discussed along with process limitations, as well as other
related processing requirements.
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Figure 1. Fill time for five different conditions, demonstrating feasibility for printing 15 wph per imprint station.
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Figure 2. Reverse tone process. Both nanoscale and microscale patterns are tone reversed.

Figure 3 Reverse tone 22nm dense lines, reverse tone 50 nm dense lines and reverse tone logic-like features.

